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 CIMdata News 
CIMdata Publishes China PLM Market Report 
10 September 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm announces 
the release of the CIMdata 2015 China PLM Market Analysis Report. This report provides detailed 
information and in-depth analysis on the People’s Republic of China’s (“China”) rapidly-evolving PLM 
market for calendar year 2014. The report discusses the major PLM trends and issues, PLM purchase 
investments in software and services, PLM adoption in various industry sectors, and market growth 
forecasts that pertain to China; an important and quickly expanding economic region. This report also 
provides insight into PLM market dynamics within the region and the revenue performance of the 
leading PLM solution providers operating within it, both China-based and international PLM solution 
providers headquartered elsewhere. This report is a joint collaborative effort of CIMdata and China-
based e-works Research (http://www.eworksglobal.com/ in English and http://www.e-works.net.cn in 
Chinese). 
Stan Przybylinski, CIMdata Vice President of Research said, “While the global PLM market had strong 
growth in 2014, China surpassed that with nearly 12% growth to US$944 million, and in 2015 the 
growth rate of the Chinese Mainstream PLM market is forecasted to be 14.3%.” Chinese industries that 
are heavily investing in PLM include aerospace, automotive, high-tech, and mechanical machinery. The 
following chart illustrates the growth and size of the China PLM market for the past 2 years and projects 
growth through 2019. 
Global PLM solution providers continue to invest in China and are expanding their partner networks and 
growing their customer bases. The leading international PLM solution providers include Dassault 
Systèmes, PTC, and Siemens PLM Software are all showing continued growth in China, but local firms 
are growing as well. “Local Chinese solution providers are starting to gain real market share,” stated 
Peter Bilello, CIMdata President. “We had strong attendance at our fourth annual China PLM Market & 
Industry Forum from both local solution providers and mainstream international providers. These local 
competitors are closer to their local market and are expanding their offerings into new segments, a good 
sign for the vitality of the Chinese PLM market,” he added. 
This report reflects the trend that Chinese manufacturers are paying more and more attention to product 
innovation and are rapidly improving their own R&D capabilities and processes by deploying PLM, not 
only in traditional discrete industries, but also in life sciences, food & beverage, and several emerging 
vertical markets. 
CIMdata designed this report to be a valuable source of information to support the business and market 
planning processes of PLM solution providers that are targeting China, as well as industrial companies 
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within China who would like to understand the PLM competitive landscape. Further details about the 
report including pricing information are available on CIMdata’s website for publications. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Local Motors John B. Rogers, Jr. to Present at Upcoming Workshop on Innovation and 
Collaboration 
09 September 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm announces 
that the Co-founder and CEO of Local Motors, John B. “Jay” Rogers, will make a presentation at 
CIMdata’s workshop on the New Age of Collaboration, Innovation, and Product Development. The 
workshop will take place in Louisville, Kentucky on October 7-8. In addition to Mr. Roger’s 
presentation, attendees will hear from well known PLM blogger, Oleg Shilovitsky; FirstBuild’s Product 
Evangelist, Taylor Dawson; and BASF Corporation’s Senior Manager for Innovation Excellence, Dr. 
Svetlana Dimovski. 
Local Motors is a next-generation tech company that designs, builds, and sells cars with the help of an 
ever increasing number of community members. Collaboration and innovation are at the core of what 
Local Motors does. As the traditional car makers struggle with the creation of innovative products that 
people want Local Motors has seized the opportunity to move ahead with an approach that is set to 
revolutionize not only the automotive industry. For companies to be successful, both product and 
process innovation will be essential.  
“The Local Motors story of innovation and co-creation fits well into the theme of this event and we are 
delighted to have Jay Rogers share his story,” said workshop organizer Dr. Suna Polat. “Our vision for 
this event is for a select group of passionate attendees to actively join in an intimate conversation with 
key innovation and collaboration players, with this in mind attendance is limited.” After his 
presentation, Jay will join a panel discussion on how best to collaborate internally and externally while 
balancing openness and speed with IP protection during innovation. 
The workshop will start during the afternoon of October 7 and will end on October 8. A personal tour of 
First Build’s Microfactory followed by a networking dinner will be part of the first afternoon’s 
highlights. Throughout the workshop real-world examples of how mature companies are inventing and 
adopting new collaborative partnership models for innovation and joint value creation will be shared.  

For more information on the workshop visit http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-
council-workshops/2015-spdc-workshop. 

About John B. Rogers, Jr. 
John “Jay” Rogers is President, CEO, and Co-Founder of Local Motors, a next-generation US-based car 
company that is changing the way cars are designed, built, and owned. 
A car guy through-and-through, Jay grew up a student of the industry. His grandfather owned the 
legendary Indian Motorcycle Company and was the first Cummins Engine Distributor in the United 
States. It was Jay’s family and personal passions that inspired the most ambitious plan behind Local 
Motors: To create an open source community that works together to design and develop exciting, 
efficient vehicles and builds them locally in a sustainable manner with customer participation. 
Rogers is a graduate of Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International 

http://www.cimdata.com/publications/reports_purchase.html
https://firstbuild.com/microfactory/
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/knowledge-council-workshops/2015-spdc-workshop
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Affairs, and holds an MBA from Harvard Business School (Baker Scholar). He was elected as a Young 
Global Leader by The World Economic Forum in 2014. His career has taken him from a startup in 
China to Ewing & Partners where he became a Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA), to McKinsey & Co, 
and the US Marine Corps where he served for six years as an Infantry Company Commander. 
Local Motors is home to more than 60,000 car design concepts, 25,000 community members, over 80 
full time employees across three locations in the United States, four production vehicle models, and 
100’s of smaller vehicle innovations sold in its shop. 
Jay’s story, and the Local Motors story of American innovation and co-creation, has been shared on 
numerous national and international television and radio programs, on the pages of the world’s most 
well respected technology and automotive publications, and via dozens of speaking engagements around 
the world. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Speakers Announced for CIMdata’s PLM Road Map for the Aerospace & Defense Industry 
Featuring 3D CIC at PLM Road Map  
10 September 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm and 
Longview Advisors, Inc., organizer of 3D CIC, announce the speaker line-up for their upcoming PLM 
Road Map for the Aerospace & Defense Industry featuring 3D CIC. This two-day event will be held 
October 28-29 at The Westfields Marriott – Washington, Dulles.  

PLM Road Map 2015 for the Aerospace & Defense (A&D) Industry featuring 3D CIC is the must-attend 
event for A&D industry executives and PLM practitioners globally—providing independent education 
and a collaborative networking environment where ideas, trends, experiences, and relationships critical 
to the A&D industry germinate and take root. 
The first day of the event will focus on 3D Model-Based Design (MBD) for Product Definition, with 
emphasis on advanced features, data retention, and compliance. The second day will focus on Enabling a 
Model-Based Enterprise (MBE) with emphasis on the MBD/MBE vision, downstream integration, 
standards in MBD/MBE, quality, and inspection. 
Attendees will be able to take advantage of over 25 presentations from speakers who are all experts in 
their respective fields. Keynote presentations will be made by Henrik Weimer, Head of PLM 
Architecture & Innovation at Airbus; Jeff Plant, Chief Process Architect & Director of Business 
Capabilities at Boeing Commercial Airplanes; and Peter Bilello, President, CIMdata. 
The following topics will be covered: 

• Digital Product Definition & Why Standards Matter 

• Influencing Standards for Data Storage & Exchange 

• 3D Model-Based Design for Aircraft Type Certification, an OEM’s Viewpoint 

• High Volume Real Time Global Collaboration & ITAR Compliance on an 
International Strategic Weapons Program 

• 3D Model-Based Definition at Embraer 
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• Complementing Complex PLM Systems with Simplified User Interfaces 

• Long Term Archiving and Retrieval of Digital Product & Technical Data 
(LOTAR) 

• Enabling System-of-Systems PLM with Digital Thread Support: From Design to 
Manufacturing, Inspection & Beyond 

• Communicating a New Way of Doing Business – 3D PDFs the Boeing Way 

• Exploring the Advantages of the 3D Product Model to Build Ships 

• Classic Mistakes in MBD – How they can Impact Early Benefits 

• How do you rate in MBE? 

• What Does MBD look like for Organic Engineering in the U.S. Navy? 

• Building the Ship Before the Ship is Built 

• ASME Y14 Digital Product Definition Standards Enable MBE and MBD 

• Quality Information Framework, The Missing Standard for Quality & Inspection 

• The Impact of Standards-Based Interoperability (STEP AP242 and PMI) to enable 
the Supply Chain 

• The MBD Value Stream – Capabilities & Value Proposition 

• The Platformization of PLM 
For more detailed information on these presentations and the others to be made visit our website for the 
full agenda: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-ad-cic/2015-
plmrm-ad-cic-agenda  

To register for the event or to learn more visit: http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-
conferences/2015-plmrm-ad-cic 

Product Lifecycle Management Certificate Program Set to Take Place in Southern California in 
December 
08 September 2015 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic consulting and research firm will bring its highly 
acclaimed Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) Certificate Program to Cypress, California from 
December 7-11. The program is recognized as the PLM industry’s most comprehensive solution-
agnostic education offering. 

The three- or five-day program prepares PLM professionals to successfully address the challenges 
commonly faced in PLM strategy development and implementation. The assessment-based certificate 
program includes a personalized classroom experience, individual and team-based exercises, and 
individual evaluations of achievement. The program is facilitated by a team of CIMdata experts. Upon 
successful completion of the program, participants receive a CIMdata PLM Certificate and are invited to 
become a member of CIMdata’s global PLM Leadership community. 

The program is built on CIMdata’s over 30 years of extensive experience guiding industrial companies 

http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-ad-cic/2015-plmrm-ad-cic-agenda
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-ad-cic/2015-plmrm-ad-cic-agenda
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-ad-cic
http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-conferences/2015-plmrm-ad-cic
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in successfully defining and implementing best-in-class PLM strategies and tactics. The program is 
available to industrial companies that are considering or are already implementing PLM, and to PLM 
solution and service providers. For more information on CIMdata’s PLM Certificate Program visit our 
website at http://www.cimdata.com/en/education/plm-certificate-program. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Acquisitions 
Hexagon has agreed to acquire EcoSys, leading provider of project controls software 
11 September 2015 

Hexagon AB announced the acquisition of EcoSys Management LLC, a provider of best-in-class 
enterprise planning and project controls software. 

Asset-intensive industries, such as oil and gas and construction, demand predictability and control in 
order to navigate the complexities of building and operating their facilities. Engineering, Procurement 
and Construction companies (EPCs) and owner operators must be able to mitigate the risks associated 
with budget overruns and schedule delays in order to optimise their return on capital project 
investments. 

EcoSys helps customers address the time and cost challenges of capital project management on a global 
scale. Headquartered in Broomfield, Colorado, with offices in New York City, Houston, London and 
Sydney, EcoSys has implemented enterprise planning and cost control solutions for over 250 leading 
organisations around the world. 

The acquisition of EcoSys broadens Intergraph PP&M’s enterprise engineering portfolio to include 
project controls. EcoSys EPC (Enterprise Planning & Controls), its flagship product, is an industry 
leading software solution for the project controls industry. Its easy-to-use web-based platform helps 
customers implement best practices for planning and managing project portfolios, controlling project 
costs, and improving project performance. Additionally, the integration of project scheduling (4D) and 
cost management (5D) with Intergraph PP&M’s 3D design and construction solutions will strengthen 
Hexagon’s capabilities in the BIM (Building Information Modelling) market. 
“EcoSys is a strong brand with a skilled and experienced management team and its EcoSys EPC core 
software solution is a strategic fit,” said Hexagon President and CEO Ola Rollén. “We also see 
opportunities for international expansion of EcoSys software throughout Hexagon’s global footprint.” 
EcoSys will be fully consolidated when customary regulatory approvals have been obtained and will 
positively contribute to Hexagon’s earnings as of consolidation. EcoSys recorded strong growth in 2014 
with a turnover of approximately 29 MUSD. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
Cadence, Mentor Graphics and Breker Announce Collaborative Technology Contribution to 
Accellera Portable Stimulus Working Group 
08 September 2015 

http://cimdata.com/en/education/plm-certificate-program
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Cadence Design Systems, Inc., Mentor Graphics Corporation and Breker Verification Systems today 
announced that the three companies have collaborated on a technology contribution to the Accellera 
Portable Stimulus Working Group. The contribution leverages the combined experience of the three 
companies in providing portable test and stimulus solutions, and is intended to assist the Accellera 
Portable Stimulus Working Group in defining a system-on-chip (SoC) verification standard that offers 
both vertical (intellectual property to SoC) and horizontal (simulation to post-silicon) reuse of stimulus 
and test. 
The collaborative contribution includes: 

• A concise specification language for use-cases that allows high level abstraction 
of stimulus and tests, including coverage and results checking 

• Semantics to allow generation of tests by automation tools in a variety of 
languages and tool environments with consistent behavior across multiple 
implementations from simulation through emulation to FPGA and post-silicon 

• A model-based approach supporting graph-based descriptions of stimulus and test 
scenarios 

• A library of predefined utility functions plus support for user-defined functions 
helpful when generating system-level portable stimulus and tests 

"When we initiated the portable stimulus project within Accellera and offered technology we have in use 
today, we sought to collaborate with other leading vendors and their technologies to create a standard 
that would enjoy broad and rapid adoption," stated John Lenyo, vice president and general manager, 
Design Verification Technology Division at Mentor Graphics. "We are pleased to see this early 
collaborative effort to seed the Accellera Portable Stimulus Working Group result in a joint contribution 
that pulls these technologies together to help accelerate availability of a completed standard." 

"Cadence believes portable stimulus will be the hallmark for the next generation of verification 
automation," said Ziv Binyamini, corporate vice president, research and development, Advanced 
Verification Solutions at Cadence. "Much like our collaboration on OVM and UVM standardization, 
this joint contribution offers a significant step toward creating a usable standard that can be supported by 
multiple vendors, and enables Cadence and our customers to leverage the current investments in our 
technology." 

"Breker has been a vocal supporter of portable stimulus and our customers understand the need and 
value of our technology," said Adnan Hamid, CEO and co-founder of Breker Verification Systems. "The 
development of the standard and our joint contribution offer evidence of portable stimulus' progress 
from early adopter to mainstream technology." 

Click here to return to Contents 

CD-adapco Joins BHR Group Consortium, Elevating its Commitment to the Chemical Process 
Industry 
08 September 2015 

CD-adapco announced today it is joining the prestigious BHR Group Fluid Mixing Processes (FMP) 
consortium, offering the company access to valuable expertise in the area of mixing for the chemical and 
process industries. 
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The FMP consortium provides its members — many of whom are successful in applying STAR-
CCM+Ⓡ, the flagship simulation software tool  developed by CD-adapco for their engineering 
problems — with cutting-edge experimental research and engineering knowledge in mixing processes. 
“CD-adapco’s commitment to the Chemical Process industry is growing as is evident by joining this 
consortium,” said Ravindra Aglave, Director, Chemical Processing, CD-adapco. “Our membership will 
give us a platform to test and validate our software against real world data , while at the same time 
providing us access to the expertise and proven methodologies of fellow consortium members in the 
mixing and chemical process industries. 
“We are looking forward to closely working with FMP to learn  advancements and provide mixing-
related simulation capabilities for future needs for the members of this consortia.” 
The BHR Group is an independent technology  organization providing engineering consultancy, 
industrial research and product development services based on its core expertise in fluids engineering. 
Through its membership, CD-adapco expects to leverage its technologies by gaining access to the FMP 
consortium’s extensive history of expertise and design guidelines for mixing and mixing design. 
“We are delighted to welcome CD-adapco to our FMP consortium,” said Brian Borrill, Sales Director 
for BHR Group. “For over 30 years, FMP has been an acknowledged world leader in mixing research 
and, as with the input from all of our members, the expertise of CD-adapco will bring an exciting new 
dimension to the FMP work .” 

Click here to return to Contents 

EMC XtremIO Achieves $1 Billion in Aggregate Bookings 
08 September 2015 

EMC Corporation announced the EMC® XtremIO™ all-flash array business has achieved $1 billion in 
aggregate bookings in just over 18 months since its commercial market debut, making it, quite possibly, 
the fastest-growing product in EMC 's 36-year history. 
As reported in EMC 's second quarter 2015 earnings, XtremIO revenue growth exceeded 300% year over 
year, and remains the all-flash array market segment leader. 
The industry's first and only all-flash array provides consistent and predictable extreme performance to 
any application workload over any period of time, EMC 's XtremIO features several unique flash 
innovations: a scale-out multi-controller architecture with linear scalability; deduplication that is always 
on, and always inline, and data protection that is six times more efficient and four times faster than 
traditional RAID (redundant array of independent disks). XtremIO is integrated within the EMC 
ecosystem to provide additional capabilities, ease-of-use, compatibility, and simply meets the right 
market need. 
XtremIO enables IT application and storage opportunities for the next decade. Its success is proof of 
how organizations of all sizes are using XtremIO to achieve data center agility in ways never thought 
possible before. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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ESTECO Academy unveiled: new online training center and membership packages for students, 
researchers and professors 
08 September 2015 

University students now have the opportunity to learn about multidisciplinary design optimization and 
get valuable hands-on experience using top-class engineering software. These are just some of the 
advantages of the new ESTECO Academy Membership Program unveiled today by ESTECO, a leading 
provider of numerical optimization solutions. The program is designed for academic users and 
represents an innovative community of practice built around design optimization and modeFRONTIER, 
one of the most successful multidisciplinary optimization platforms available today. With a rich 
collection of media and training material, a complementary calendar of events and a free one-year 
modeFRONTIER license, ESTECO Academy supports students and researchers wanting to learn about 
optimization in engineering and prepare for the real-world engineering problems they will undoubtedly 
encounter in their future career. “Along with simulation technology, design optimization nowadays is an 
essential engineering tool at all levels and across different industrial sectors. – says Carlo Poloni, 
President of ESTECO – We believe that opening doors to a new world of competencies by putting 
theory into practice is key to shaping the engineers of the future.” The ESTECO Academy membership 
program aims to empower new pathways in STEM education, providing students around the world with 
new, practical competencies and state of-the-art technology leveraged by industrial professionals to 
design the most innovative and complex products. While students will have another string in their bow 
when entering the business world, professors have the opportunity to enrich their teaching by bringing 
their classroom into the 21st century. The program is also dedicated to PhD students and researchers 
who can benefit from applying design optimization to their engineering projects. Membership packages 
are available for students, PhD/researcher and professors. As a special introductory offer, students and 
researchers can try ESTECO Academy for free: by signing up now, a free temporary membership will 
be granted until October 2015 (including free full featured modeFRONTIER license). International CAE 
Conference “Poster Award” A full public presentation of ESTECO Academy will be given on October 
19th during the International CAE Conference in Lazise, Verona (Italy) in the framework of the “Poster 
Award” award ceremony. As part of its academic program, ESTECO is proud to be a co-sponsor, 
alongside Enginsoft, of this year’s edition of the international contest open to students, graduate 
students, researchers and academics. [Submission deadline: Sept 30th] For further information please 
visit academy.esteco.com 

Click here to return to Contents 

Gerber & COMESA to conduct training program in Mauritius 
08 September 2015 

Gerber Technology and COMESA (the Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa), have 
announced the establishment of a dedicated program for technical assistance and training in Mauritius. 
Gerber Technology and COMESA were invited by the Republic of Mauritius and its Mauritius Business 
Growth Scheme (MBGS) unit to collaborate and introduce a program focused on improving the 
sustained use of premium software solutions for apparel pattern making. The approach is also intended 
to promote advances in quality control, collaboration with partners and better efficiency. 
A primary goal for the initiative will be the deepening of integration and competitiveness of the 
COMESA region as well as the Mauritius apparel industry. The initiative is financially supported by the 
regime of the 10th European Development Fund (EDF), issued by the EU, according to a press release. 
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MBGS spokesperson Naeem Boodhoo, onsite coordinator and consultant to COMESA and to the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, International Trade and Regional Corporation said, “Choosing Gerber 
Technology for technical assistance for CAD training and the capacity building program is based on the 
broad presence of Gerber's digital systems and the excellence of services provided to a growing number 
of apparel manufacturers in Mauritius.” 
Automated Garment Technology (A.G.T., Ltd.) founder and shareholder, Clet Baba said, “The project 
implementation time frame is scheduled for a period of six months, and then Gerber and local 
representative A.G.T., Ltd. will provide on-site support and dedicated classroom training sessions. 
Continuous monitoring of progress will be vital for the success of the program. Collaboration with 
COMESA as well as MBGS will be critical to make this initiative most beneficial to the local industry.” 
Guillaume Gairin, Gerber service director for the EMEA region said, “We are delighted to support the 
technical assistance and customised training program for utilisation of our AccuMark solutions to 
apparel manufacturers in Mauritius. Beyond our engagement in Mauritius, it is our short- to medium-
term goal to intensify support to the apparel and other sewn goods industries in the African region, and 
thus, the further development of their competitiveness in the world market.”  

Click here to return to Contents 

Infosys to do something like Accenture or Cognizant, says Vishal Sikka 
10 September 2015 

Vishal Sikka, the managing director and chief executive of Infosys, has said the firm is aiming to do 
something similar to Accenture or Cognizant on acquisitions, without blindly copying. 
Addressing a conference by equity analyst firm Motilal Oswal on Tuesday, Sikka said acquisitions 
would be a focus area and will help the company to achieve its 2020 vision. 
“If you look at the number of the companies Accenture has bought or even Cognizant, there is obviously 
a very systematic and highly efficient way in which they execute all these things,” Sikka said. 
“I think we need to do something like this as well. Not to copy them but I think the rate at which 
interesting innovation is built outside is something that has to be adopted and embraced.” 
In this year, Infosys has made two acquisitions. 
One is of Israel-based automation technology solutions provider Panaya and the other of US-based 
mobile e-commerce solutions provider Skava. 
The company expects acquisitions to account for around 7.5 per cent of the $20 billion revenue it has 
aspired to corner by 2020. 
“When I talk about the $20 bn by 2020 and 30 per cent margin and $80,000 revenue per employee, the 
way we break down the $20 bn top line is that we would like to get $1.5 bn out of that through 
acquisition. This means, through acquisitions that we make between now and then, we would like to 
have $1.5 bn of the $20 bn in revenue. And, I do not believe in making big acquisitions, multi-billion 
dollar acquisitions, of companies that were interesting in the past,” he added. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Nemetschek Vectorworks Opens Atlanta Office 
08 September 2015 

With an objective of reaching emerging software engineers and a thriving metro population of over five 
and a half million people, global design software developer Nemetschek Vectorworks, Inc. officially 

http://www.fibre2fashion.com/trade-intelligence/
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opened the doors of its Atlanta office today. The main goal  of this office is to employ software 
engineers who will further develop the Vectorworks product line, serving the AEC, landscape and 
entertainment design industries. 
Located in the heart of Midtown Atlanta on Regions Plaza's 19th floor, the new office boasts 3,700 
square feet and can hold up to 25 people. Additionally, the location is in close proximity to the Georgia 
Institute of Technology (Georgia Tech ), four MARTA stations and Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta 
International Airport. 
"Several factors contributed to our decision to open the Atlanta office , but location was a prime 
reason," said Dr. Biplab Sarkar, chief technology officer of Nemetschek Vectorworks. "We wanted our 
next location to be easy to travel to and in the same time zone as our headquarters in Maryland. The 
impressive Georgia Tech feeder system was also a highly attractive factor." 
Georgia Tech is graduating some of the best talent in the engineering industry. Further, Georgia Tech’s 
College of Engineering has been cited as one of the best values in American higher by publications such 
as the Fiske Guide to Colleges, The Princeton Review and Kiplinger Business Magazine because of its 
high academic quality and relatively low cost. The undergraduate engineering program at Georgia Tech 
ranked 4th in the 2015 “America's Best Colleges” edition of U.S. News & World Report. 
Additional contributing factors to the opening of the Nemetschek Vectorworks Atlanta office include: 

• The affordability for emerging professionals and families because the cost of 
living is $0.90 below the national average 

• The 2.4% job growth rate, which is above the national average 

• Startups and major corporations, such as Coca-Cola, Home Depot and UPS, make 
their corporate home in the Atlanta area, which is positive for the local economy 

Software  Engineer Jack Gruendler is among the initial employees hired for the Atlanta office. "Writing 
Vectorworks software is the perfect career combination for my academic background as I have civil 
engineering and computer science degrees from Georgia Tech," said Gruendler. "The Midtown location 
also drew me to the position because I was previously commuting out of the city to the suburbs, where 
most engineering and software development jobs are currently offered. Now, my commute will be 
significantly shorter, and I can have an eco-friendly and healthy bicycle commute on the Atlanta 
BeltLine instead.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

NX Training Classes Added to Swoosh Technologies' Educational Services Schedule 
 
11 September 2015 
Swoosh Technologies - a Siemens PLM Software partner - recently added a variety of NX training 
classes in select cities, including: St. Louis, Missouri; Kansas City, Missouri; Columbus, Ohio; Houston, 
Texas; and Dallas, Texas. As a leader in providing the best educational services, the company is excited 
to offer NX 10 classes beginning January 2016. 

With experienced instructors who bring a unique approach to teaching, Swoosh Technologies' 
Educational Services is focused on helping students easily adapt to utilizing high-end features found in 
NX CAD and NX CAM software. The company has an established legacy of helping customers further 
understand and expand their skills set in NX while obtaining results that are designed to keep companies 

http://www.pressreleaserocket.net/nemetschek-vectorworks-opens-atlanta-office/308819/
http://www.pressreleaserocket.net/nemetschek-vectorworks-opens-atlanta-office/308819/
http://www.pressreleaserocket.net/nemetschek-vectorworks-opens-atlanta-office/308819/
http://www.pressreleaserocket.net/nemetschek-vectorworks-opens-atlanta-office/308819/
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ahead of their competition. 
"We want each student who steps foot into our training class to not only understand the basics and 
fundamentals of NX but to also make the way they design or manage their processes an easier, simpler 
task," explains Dan Wibbenmeyer - Managing Partner of Swoosh Technologies. 
Courses are continuously reviewed by Swoosh's certified instructors and courseware team in order to 
improve the process of knowledge transfer. "We take our courses and the way we teach them seriously 
and avoid the ideals of traditional classroom training for PLM - a bunch of tips and menu picks. It's a 
dated approach and omits so much of the practical applications of PLM. Because of this, students can't 
benefit from the capabilities of high-end PLM tools in NX." The company's educational services are 
developed to teach users of all skill levels on increasing productivity and efficiency. 

Click here to return to Contents 

SpinFire 11.0 Built with HOOPS Desktop Platform 
10 September 2015 

Tech Soft 3D and Actify announce today that the newest release of Actify’s SpinFire Ultimate 11.0 was 
built using Tech Soft 3D’s HOOPS Desktop Platform. A global leader in Product Data 
Intelligence solutions, Actify has long developed advanced for discrete manufacturing using technology 
from Tech Soft 3D, the leading provider of software development tools for delivering successful 
applications. By integrating fast, accurate CAD data access, advanced visualization and native 3D PDF 
output from HOOPS Desktop Platform, Actify was able to quickly develop and deliver a strong SpinFire 
release. 
Actify first partnered with Tech Soft 3D in 2010, when it integrated the HOOPS Exchange toolkit into 
SpinFire to enable industry-leading data translation. 
“We’re happy to partner once again with a company that understands our unique software development 
and competitive challenges, and enables us to deliver the most robust product data intelligence solutions 
in the market today,” says Chris Jones, president and CEO of Actify. “Our positive experience using 
HOOPS Exchange, and the benefits of using comprehensive technology from a single provider fueled 
our decision to license the complete HOOPS Desktop Platform, which has helped us accelerate our 
development and deliver maximum power and performance to our SpinFire user community.” 
SpinFire Ultimate 11.0 makes product data, especially CAD data, more easily accessible to both 
technical and non-technical users, extending powerful 2D and 3D CAD visualization beyond the 
engineering department, without requiring a CAD system. HOOPS Desktop Platform helps this latest 
release handle even larger files. Its fast, accurate data translation enables SpinFire Ultimate to read a 
range of CAD file formats, so users in the manufacturing industries and their supply chains can view, 
measure, mark-up and share all major 3D data formats with a single software system. HOOPS Desktop 
Platform also guarantees that this data can be exported and shared through lightweight 3D PDFs, 
guaranteed compatible with Adobe® Reader®. 
“We’re happy we can deliver the underlying technology that helps Actify provide so much value to its 
users, on so many levels,” says Gavin Bridgeman, Tech Soft 3D VP of Products. “Our goal is to give 
our partners like Actify a range of 3D tools that help them nimbly respond to market opportunities and 
develop more quickly. SpinFire 11.0 is an excellent example of how when leveraged together, our 
integrated HOOPS platforms provide even greater benefits than the sum of our individual toolkits.” 

http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.techsoft3d.com/
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.actify.com/visual-analysis/
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.actify.com/visual-analysis/
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://www.actify.com/spinfire-ultimate-introduction/
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Tata Technologies to ink closer R&D relationship with Tata Motors 
 
08 September 2015 

Tata Motors  subsidiary Tata Technologies is looking to play a bigger role in the development of new 
Tata Motors vehicles. As it scales up the R&D chain and redefines its relationship with its parent, the 
company could be on track to meeting its target of USD 1 billion in revenues over the next two years, 
reports CNBC-TV18's Alexander Mathew. The company, which so far supplied manpower to support 
Tata Motors' R&D function, has just signed a new five-year deal, which will give it a much greater role 
in core R&D and product development at Tata Motors. CMD Warren Harris says Tata Technologies will 
now be a co-innovation partner with Tata Motors. The new relationship will see Tata Tech get directly 
involved in new vehicle development over the next three to five years - something that should help the 
company achieve its target of USD 1 billion dollars in annual revenues. "I anticipate given the fact that 
this target was set a couple of years ago that it's likely going to be somewhere between FY17 and FY19 
that we'll achieve it and I think it's going to be contingent upon the appetite that we have for 
acquisitions," Harris said . That appetite seems to be fairly large going by the USD 250 million, which 
the company has set aside for inorganic growth. "We've got a couple of opportunities that are relatively 
mature. We've still got some work to do on the due diligence side and specifically there's some work that 
I'm directly involved with on the cultural due diligence side. So I would anticipate that within the next 
six months there is going to be an announcement that we'll be able to make in terms of an acquisition," 
he said. Tata Technologies saw its topline grow by 10 percent to Rs 2,644 crore in the last financial year, 
or a little under USD 400 million. The right acquisition and a maturing R&D relationship with its parent 
could propel it towards its USD 1 billion dollar revenue target 

Click here to return to Contents 

Top apparel firms use Gerber Technology's solutions 
09 September 2015 

Most of the apparel companies On Apparel Magazine's top 20 list, ranked by profit margin have 
partnered with Gerber Technology, the world leader in integrated software and automation solutions for 
the apparel and industrial markets. 
In addition, many of the top companies on the list are using YuniquePLM. YuniquePLM is web-based 
product lifecycle management software that integrates with AccuMark to help fashion and apparel brand 
owners, manufacturers and retailers collaborate, accelerate workflows and eliminate errors. Many of 
these top companies are also using Gerber's industry leading plotters, spreaders and multi-ply, single-ply 
and leather cutting systems in their operations, according to a press release. 
Mike Elia, Gerber Technology CEO said, “Because we understand the entire value chain within the 
apparel industry, we're able to provide the end-to-end solutions and global support that help our 
customers improve profitability, shorten cycle times, and achieve optimum results. We're proud to be the 
integrated software and hardware supplier of choice for 14 of the top 20 companies on this prestigious 
list.” 
Karsten Newbury, Gerber vice president and general manager of Software Solutions said, “The 
companies on this list are using a range of Gerber products in their operations. Six of the top 10 
companies alone on this list are using Gerber AccuMark software to integrate pattern design, grading, 
marker making and production planning software.” 
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Gerber Technology delivers industry-leading software and automation solutions that help apparel and 
industrial customers improve their manufacturing and design processes and more effectively manage 
and connect the supply chain, from product development and production to retail and the end customer. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Trimble and Nucor Extend Multi-Year Collaboration in AEC Markets 
10 September 2015 

Trimble and Nucor Corporation announced a third, multi-year agreement to extend their collaboration in 
the architecture, engineering and construction (AEC) markets that began in 2009. 

Nucor, the largest steel producer in the U.S., will continue to build on its investment in Trimble's Tekla 
Structures Building Information Modeling (BIM) software, incorporating it at the core of several 
business divisions—including Nucor Buildings Group, Harris Rebar and Nucor Grating—and 
leveraging Tekla Structures as its BIM solution to deliver projects that are cost effective, accurate and 
constructible. Nucor's Vulcraft/Verco Group intends to standardize on Trimble's Tekla Structures across 
its entire in-house steel detailing process.    

In addition, both companies will work together on initiatives that include educating AEC stakeholders 
on effective workflows from design through fabrication and construction, as well as preparing students 
with the skills required to contribute to an increasingly BIM-centric construction industry. The 
companies will expand joint training and workshops for the industry and students—with an emphasis on 
supporting appropriate curricula at educational and training institutions located near Nucor's dozens of 
fabrication facilities.  

"Our collaboration with Trimble is the direct result of Nucor's strong commitment to advancing 
technology, skills and productivity in the construction industry through our continued investment in 
Tekla Structures," said Ray Napolitan, executive vice president of Fabricated Construction Products at 
Nucor. "For years, we've seen the value that BIM, and specifically Tekla Structures, bring to Nucor 
Corporation and our customers, extending our competitive advantage through higher quality and 
increased project efficiency." 

"We are excited to continue our close relationship with Nucor as they expand their use of the Tekla 
Structures platform within their business," said Risto Räty, executive vice president of Tekla and general 
manager of Trimble Buildings' Structures Division. "Trimble and Nucor share a common vision for 
industry workflows and we look forward to working together on new initiatives to bring opportunity and 
education to AEC practitioners and students across the country." 

Click here to return to Contents 

Event News  
Delcam to show 2016 FeatureCAM and PowerMILL at Seco 
09 September 2015 

Delcam will demonstrate the 2016 releases of its FeatureCAM feature-based programming system and 
its PowerMILL CAM system for high-speed and five-axis machining at the Inspiration Through 
Innovation event to be hosted by Seco Tools UK at its Alcester headquarters on 23rd and 24th September. 

http://www.featurecam.com/
http://www.powermill.com/
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The 2016 release of FeatureCAM includes a number of enhancements to the Vortex high-efficiency 
area-clearance strategy.  Vortex gives the fastest safe metal removal from solid carbide tooling, in 
particular designs that give deeper cuts by using the full flute length as the cutting surface.  It produces 
toolpaths with a controlled engagement angle and so maintains the optimum cutting conditions for the 
complete roughing cycle, giving faster machining and longer tool life. 
The ability has now been added to adjust and fine tune the non-cutting moves of 2.5D and 3D Vortex 
toolpaths, with options to retract the tool and/or to increase the feedrate.  These options can be set 
individually, or can be combined to achieve an optimum toolpath, with a reduced cycle time.  
Other enhancements in the 2016 release include support for bar-fed mills, more efficient turning and 
user-interface improvements to make programming even easier and faster, in particular when using 
multiple set-ups. 
The main enhancement in PowerMILL 2016 is the ability to mirror complete machining projects in one 
operation and to maintain automatically the machining characteristics, for example to specify 
automatically whether climb or conventional milling should be used in each section of the toolpath.  
Previously, only individual toolpaths could be mirrored. 
Automatic mirroring saves considerable time whenever right- and left-hand versions are needed of a part 
or tool.  It will also be faster to program the machining of symmetrical objects since it will be possible to 
program one half and then mirror the toolpaths to complete the program. 
Simulation in PowerMILL has been improved with ability to simulate complex tool changes, an auto-
translucency option that will allow viewing of the table attach point at all times, and the ability to draw 
translucently the safe areas for rapid moves. 

Click here to return to Contents 

ModuleWorks to show latest CAD/CAM developments at EMO 2015 
08 September 2015 

ModuleWorks will show the latest developments in CAD/CAM component technology at the biggest 
European manufacturing trade show EMO from October 05-10th 2015 in Hall 04, booth B38. 
ModuleWorks is at the forefront of 5-Axis machining and Simulation technology, providing the toolpath 
generation and simulation technology that powers many of the most popular CAM systems available 
around the world today. ModuleWorks has more than 100 industry partners around the globe. 
At EMO 2015, the ModuleWorks team will be showing the latest developments in CAD/CAM 
component technology including the highlights of the upcoming 2015.08 release. 
The highlights at EMO are the following. 

• Simulation on the CNC Control – come and see some examples on the 
ModuleWorks booth. 

• NC Editor – a new product to allow easy viewing and editing of NC files. 

• Rotary Machining - a new module, released as part of the 5-axis product. 

• 3+2-Axis Machining – the latest developments for easy-to-use 5-axis machining. 

• High Speed Machining – a new engine for High Speed Calculation and High 
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Speed Machining of Meld and Die parts. 

• Adaptive Roughing – further enhancements to ModuleWorks popular Roughing 
technology. 

An early preview of these highlights can be seen on the ModuleWorks youtube channel or by following 
this link: ModuleWorks EMO 2015 Playlist  

Click here to return to Contents 

Implementation Investments 
Alfa Instrumentos Now Provides Configurable 3D CAD Models built by CADENAS PARTsolutions 
Alfa Instrumentos, a Brazil-based industrial manufacturer of electronic components, has launched a new 
catalog of configurable 3D CAD models, built by CADENAS PARTsolutions. Featuring more than 100 
product families and 10,000 individual products, the catalog will help  streamline the process for 
engineers looking to specify Alfa Instrumentos parts in to their designs. The configurable parts are 
available on-demand at Alfa Instrumentos website, ready for download in more than 150 formats. 

Alfa Instrumentos, best known for their industrial weighing products, as well as weight transmitters, 
indicators, load cells and big bag loaders, was looking for ways to streamline the process for engineers 
specifying Alfa Instrumentos products into designs. 

“Previously, we would get a drawing request from a customer over the phone,” says Breno Chvaicer, 
President and CEO of Alfa Instrumentos. “Once the sales team  took the drawing request, they would 
send to engineering who would prepare a neutral drawing. Then the whole process would go in reverse, 
engineering would send back to sales, who would then send to the customer. Now, the process is much 
more user-friendly. Engineers have on-demand access to the 3D CAD models any time of day or night.” 

Alfa Instrumentos not only sees the customer  benefits of the digital part configurator, but also the 
benefits to their internal engineering team. “Now, without the need to respond to every drawing 
development request, our team has much more time to focus on their primary responsibilities,” says 
Paulo Ripoli, Mechanical Engineering Manager at Alfa Instrumentos. 

In addition to on-demand access  of 3D CAD Models, Alfa Instrumentos is now providing true native 
3D CAD models in more than 150 formats. 

“A common problem with neutral files is their lack of fidelity in today’s highly specialized CAD 
platforms,” says Tim Thomas, CEO  of CADENAS PARTsolutions. “Neutral files often have 
translation issues when moving from one CAD system to the next. Also, they often lose important meta-
data such as manufacturer name and part number when they’re imported into a CAD system. Without 
that information, there is no reference for purchasing to place the order, it’s just a generic part. Alfa 
Instrumentos has ensured their users will get the best possible data from their digital part catalog by 
providing parts in all of the major native formats.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Ashok Leyland selects Dassault Systèmes’ vehicle development solutions 
11 September 2015 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLWuH90RzsBATn_gWT_MZI7QpzzQ_Syl44
http://www.pressreleaserocket.net/alfa-instrumentos-now-provides-configurable-3d-cad-models-built-by-cadenas-partsolutions/310136/
http://www.pressreleaserocket.net/alfa-instrumentos-now-provides-configurable-3d-cad-models-built-by-cadenas-partsolutions/310136/
http://www.pressreleaserocket.net/alfa-instrumentos-now-provides-configurable-3d-cad-models-built-by-cadenas-partsolutions/310136/
http://www.pressreleaserocket.net/alfa-instrumentos-now-provides-configurable-3d-cad-models-built-by-cadenas-partsolutions/310136/
http://www.pressreleaserocket.net/alfa-instrumentos-now-provides-configurable-3d-cad-models-built-by-cadenas-partsolutions/310136/
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Dassault Systèmes has announced that Ashok Leyland, India’s second largest commercial vehicle 
manufacturer, is expanding its use of Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform to accelerate the 
modular design, validation, production and configuration management for its trucks and buses. Ashok 
Leyland adopted “Modular, Glocal and Secure” and “Target Zero Defect,” two of Dassault Systèmes’ 
industry solution experiences tailored to address the business challenges of transportation and mobility 
companies.mages 

As part of its customer-centric activities, Ashok Leyland looked to enhance quality control and 
accelerate the delivery of its trucks and buses. In addition, the company wanted an efficient cost 
management solution that would address the complexity of its product portfolio as it tailors a diverse 
range of products to meet shifting market requirements. 
Ashok Leyland was already using Dassault Systèmes’ 3DEXPERIENCE platform for data management 
and turned to its “Modular, Glocal and Secure” and “Target Zero Defect” industry solution experiences 
for powerful collaborative capabilities, virtual analysis and simulation applications that facilitate vehicle 
development. 
“Dassault Systèmes’ industry solution experiences enable us to focus on improving vehicle performance 
and reducing weight, fuel consumption and emissions as well as prioritizing digital sculpting and surface 
optimization,” said Dr. N. Saravanan, Sr., Vice President and Head of R&D, Ashok Leyland. “The 
3DEXPERIENCE platform’s configured-to-order approach, configuration management features and 
unique BOM include all variant characteristics and functional requirements. Our designers can make 
changes and rapidly build new variants.” 
“Modular, Glocal and Secure” accelerates global, modular vehicle programs and responds to strategic 
regional requirements. Ashok Leyland can define and develop vehicle programs with IP protection, 
starting from a high-level architecture definition and supporting modularity concepts and configuration, 
to minimize cost, maximize re-use, and simplify complexity across programs, teams and locations. 
“Target Zero Defect” ensures right-the-first-time vehicle design through optimized end-to-end 
development processes that connect Ashok Leyland’s engineers with partners and suppliers in a 
dynamic, collaborative product creation environment. It includes high-performance virtual design and 
simulation at all stages of product creation, from conceptual design to virtual manufacturing, including 
powertrain, body engineering, styling and final assembly. 

Click here to return to Contents 

BobCAD-CAM Certifies Post Processors for Fagor Automation Controllers 
11 September 2015 

BobCAD-CAM, Inc.® met with Fagor Automation Corp to certify OEM post processors for Fagor CNC 
machine controllers. 
The partnership meeting, which took place at Fagor Automation US headquarters in Elk Grove Village, 
Illinois allowed BobCAD-CAM representatives to test and certify post processors for the Fagor 8055 
and 8060 mill and lathe controllers. They were also able to set up specific canned cycles for the 
controllers. 
The post processor is an essential part of the manufacturing process. After a part is designed in CAD 
software, the next step is to program the cutting toolpaths to manufacture the part. Once the 
programming is created in CAM software, a post processor is used to generate the g-code program, 
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which is readable at the CNC machine controller. The controller translates the g-code into machine 
movements that cut parts. G-code structure can vary from one machine controller to the next so it’s 
important to use the proper post processor to generate correct g-code for accurate cutting. 
Certified post processors communicate compatibility between the software and CNC machine 
controllers. Establishing a set of certified post processors allows users and businesses to use the 
BobCAD-CAM software with Fagor 8055 or 8060 controllers without modifications. Modifying post 
processors can be time consuming and may result in additional costs if outsourcing the modifications. 
“Through our partnership, we have accomplished our goals to make the most refined toolpaths and 
machine language code compatible with all Fagor Automation CNC controller models,” said Richard 
Parenti, Applications and Training Manager at Fagor Automation. “Our many thanks to the dedicated 
BobCAD-CAM engineers for recognizing Fagor and spending time on enhancements that will lead to 
our mutual success.” 
“One of our top priorities is to work closely with CNC controller manufacturers, like Fagor Automation, 
to ensure compatibility for our clients,” explained Walter Czyrsky, Technical Director at BobCAD-
CAM. “It’s a huge value to CNC machine businesses to know their CAD-CAM software is going to 
output accurate g-code to their controller on day one.” 
The meeting was also the first opportunity for BobCAD-CAM representatives to show Fagor 
Automation the features developed for their new Version 28 CAD-CAM software, which released in July 
2015. The new software offers a variety of new features for both mill and lathe CNC machines including 
better hole drilling, new tool type options, more efficient toolpaths, all-new mill turn capabilities, and 
much more. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Millions Of Lines Of Edgecam Code Create Rotational Mould Tools   
10 September 2015 

Edgecam software is playing a pivotal role in assisting a precision engineering company become a 
growing contributor to the niche market of supplying mould tools to the UK’s rotational moulding 
industry. 
Having invested in a further two new Haas milling machines and a new high specification computer to 
handle the specific requirements of producing rotational mould tools, Turnell and Odell say they simply 
could not manufacture them without Edgecam. 
CNC Milling Supervisor Lee Billingham says they have recently created two-metre-long rotational 
mould tools for construction industry pipes which required millions of lines of code. “We needed 1.2-
million lines of code just for one operation. It would be absolutely impossible without Edgecam.” 
The Northamptonshire company produces rotational mould tools ranging from 200mm cubes to two 
metres, for a number of industries including construction, medical and food. Rotational moulders create 
their plastic products by feeding polymer plastic granules into the mould, which is then placed in an 
oven and rotated, usually around two perpendicular axes.  When heated, the softened plastic is thrown 
against the sides of the mould and hardens into the rigid product in a cooling chamber. It keeps spinning 
throughout the heating and cooling cycles.   
Turnell and Odell’s Production Director, Kevin Rees, says rotational moulding tools are highly complex 

http://www.prweb.net/Redirect.aspx?id=aHR0cDovL2JvYmNhZC5jb20vcHJvZHVjdHMvdGhlLW5ldy1ib2JjYWQtY2FtLXYyOC1jbmMtY2FkLWNhbS1wcm9ncmFtbWluZy1zb2Z0d2FyZS8=
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because a uniform wall thickness has to be maintained. “Anything in the internal features which is going 
to create the actual plastic product has to be mirrored on the outside, to ensure the wall stays at a 
constant thickness.” 
He says the file sizes are considerably bigger than for normal machining, because of the tools’ 
complexities.  “The demands put on Edgecam for the piping moulds were extremely heavy, but the 
software dealt with it so easily that a half-day’s programming for one part of the mould created code for 
a full 24 hours machining. We always aimed to have the programs ready towards the end of the day, to 
make the most of lights out machining.”    
Customers provide them with models of the finished plastic product they want to make, then Turnell and 
Odell design the mould tool in SolidWorks by creating a block around it and shelling away to produce 
the internal features. “We always need to think about shrinkage, and it needs drafting out to ensure the 
product comes away easily from the tool.  
“Once we know that our design will work, we import it into Edgecam and apply the machining 
strategies. Then we run it through Edgecam’s powerful simulator to make sure there won’t be any 
expensive collisions when we start cutting metal. When we’re happy that we’ll be able to machine the 
mould tool exactly how we want it, we create the NC code with any chosen post processor.     
“It’s one thing to design a mould tool, but Edgecam gives us full confidence that it can also be machined 
accurately and quickly. Depending on the size of the mould, the turnaround time is usually between two 
and 12 weeks.” 
Kevin Rees says Edgecam makes the task of machining rotational mould tools’ particularly complex 
features, an easy process. “This is because any shape within Edgecam becomes simple. Even with the 
most demanding shapes, the only complexity is how quickly Edgecam can process the information. It 
handles several millions lines of code just as easily as a few thousand – it just takes a little longer.” 
As well as investing in two additional Haas VF4 SS machines for high speed machining at 12,000 rpm, 
which are perfect for their aluminium rotational mould tools, the company have installed a new six dual-
core computer capable of running 12 x 3.5 gigahertz simultaneously, which he says is vital to handle the 
huge file sizes. It also has a solid state hard drive, 31.9 gigabytes of RAM, and NVIDIA Quadro K4200 
graphics card.  
CNC Miller Alexey Don has been working on the pipe mould tools, saying Edgecam not only made the 
job simple...it made it possible in the first place. “With millions of lines of code it would be a lifetime’s 
work to do it manually. We just wouldn’t be able to work out the co-ordinates. But Edgecam does it 
within a couple of hours.” 
With an array of Haas, Bridgeport and Cincinnati CNC machines Turnell and Odell turn their hand to 
any high precision machining across a range of industries, including food, energy, nuclear, motorsport, 
food, mining and plastics. They recently gained AS 9100 accreditation and have begun taking enquiries 
from the aerospace industry. 
Managing Director Clive Odell says the company can look ahead with confidence, especially as they 
develop what he calls home-spun talent through an apprenticeship scheme, having taken on Higher 
Level apprentices Layla Weaver and Ashley Easton this year. “The average age of our milling 
department is in the 30s, so we have a good succession plan. And with our growing role in the rotational 
moulding and aerospace industries, I believe Turnell and Odell has an exciting future.” 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Seaspan Vancouver Shipyards Selects Aras to Support Large-Scale Shipbuilding  
08 September 2015 

Aras® today announced that Seaspan’s Vancouver Shipyards (VSY), a pioneer in shipbuilding and ship 
repairs, has selected the Aras Innovator® platform for PLM to support their development as a world-
class shipbuilding company under the Government of Canada’s National Shipbuilding Procurement 
Strategy (NSPS). Seaspan will use Aras to unify critical processes for the design, construction, 
maintenance and repair of vessels. 
After evaluating several PLM solution suites, Seaspan selected Aras for its native Web platform 
technology, out-of-the-box functionality, application flexibility and extensive customization capabilities 
while assuring upgradability. Seaspan concluded that these aspects of Aras will enable significantly 
better ability to improve and evolve processes as market requirements continue to evolve.  Seaspan will 
take advantage of Aras for Requirements Management through Configuration and Change Management 
based on CMII methodologies. 

“We look forward to serving as a product innovation platform across the lifecycle in Seaspan’s 
continued drive toward world-class shipbuilding performance,” said Peter Schroer, CEO of Aras. “Aras 
Innovator will provide Seaspan with the scalability and flexibility required for taking on a wide range of 
design, build and repair projects.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synopsys' Design Compiler Graphical Adopted by Renesas for Automotive ICs 
09 September 2015 

Synopsys, Inc. today announced that Renesas, a leading solution provider delivering highly reliable and 
high-safety products for automotive, has deployed Synopsys' Design Compiler® Graphical solution for 
their designs. Improving performance, while reducing power and area, is critical for Renesas to offer 
high performance balanced with very low power consumption over a wide and scalable range of 
products. To achieve these goals, Renesas deployed a design flow that combines Design Compiler 
Graphical and Synopsys' IC Compiler™ place-and-route solution. 

"As exciting infotainment and safety options become significant criteria in the purchase of new 
products, our customers are looking to Renesas to deliver higher performance, energy-efficient products 
to market," said Tatsuji Kagatani, manager of Design Automation Department at Renesas System Design 
Co., Ltd. "Design Compiler Graphical's significant area and routing congestion reduction, combined 
with IC Compiler for place and route, enable our design teams to achieve faster timing and smaller area. 
We have widely deployed Design Compiler Graphical for our products currently using our 40-
nanometer process." 

Design Compiler Graphical addresses challenging requirements, such as performance, area, power and 
congestion, at all process nodes. It provides IC designers with visualization of congested circuit regions 
and performs automated synthesis optimizations to minimize congestion in these areas. Additionally, 
new optimization technologies monotonically reduce design area and leakage power by an average of 20 
percent while maintaining timing QoR. Design Compiler Graphical shares physical technologies with IC 
Compiler and IC Compiler II place-and-route solutions to deliver highly correlated results for timing, 
area, power and routability, reducing design iterations and shaving critical schedule time. 

"In the automotive market that Renesas serves, performance, low power consumption and cost-
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effectiveness are essential goals for their designers," said Bijan Kiani, vice president of marketing in 
Synopsys' Design Group. "Design Compiler Graphical's advanced optimization technologies and tight 
links with IC Compiler enable Renesas to deliver differentiated, high-performance products to market 
quickly." 

Click here to return to Contents 

With Dassault Systemes, Myntra to take fashion experiences to new plane — 3D 
09 September 2015 

Fashion and lifestyle mobile app Myntra announced that it has partnered with Dassault Systemes to use 
its 3DExperience platform to further delight customers with a gamut of new experiences. 
Having launched a Fall/Winter collection of a new brand of tees, jeans, sweatshirts and kurtas, Myntra is 
going all out to address other pain-points customers face, while shopping for fashion products on their 
mobile devices. 
“We are implementing Dassault Systemes’ ‘My Collection for Fashion’ solution, which will help us 
make decisions much faster, reduce time to market and bring real time, real fashion in quick cycles to 
our consumers by leveraging the power of 3D technologies. I have experienced Dassault’s virtual 
walkthrough of a chemical plant and want to bring that experience to the fashion world,” Ganesh 
Subramanian, Head – New Initiatives at Myntra stated. 
He said it would take 6-8 months to integrate the Dassault solution and for the backend to be ready, after 
that, shoppers will get a real fashion experience by checking out the fit and size of the products before 
they buy them. 
The fashion e-commerce business sees 15 per cent of products being returned by customers, of which 70 
per cent are returned due to problems of fit and size. 
“We are also evaluating 3D printing of personalised fashion accessories for our customers, with 
Dassault’s 3DExperience platform.” 
Bernard Charles, President and CEO, Dassault Systemes said: “We are moving from a product and 
service economy to an experience economy where consumer experience is paramount. Myntra is an 
example of that.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 
3D Systems introduces application to print directly onto textiles  
11 September 2015 

3D Systems has announced the immediate availability of Fabricate, the company’s new fashion 
application that is said to reinvent textile design and pattern-making with 3D printing using the 
company's flagship Cube desktop 3D printer. 

Fabricate is the first application of its kind for the fashion industry bringing customization through 
matching and mixing colourful filaments with fabrics for both the professional and home users, 
according to the manufacturer. 
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"Fabricate is a celebration of 3D technology and fashion fusion, a completely new way of accessorizing 
that is accessible to everyone," said Annie Shaw Creative Director, 3DS. "3D Tech-Style printing lets 
fashion happen easily, enabling the creation of truly stunning attire. I can't wait to see how people use 
this technology to push the boundaries of fashion." 
Objects in different patterns and shapes are printed on special fabric which can be sewn onto clothing 
and accessories for a customized, modernist look. 
Fabricate comes in three different printed .textile designs that are exclusively available on Cubify.com 
representing three unique sewing projects. Each month 3DS plans to release a new set of .textile designs 
and projects, as well as unveil exciting collaborations with fashion designers that are mixing 3D 
technology with tradition. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Aras Component Engineering Brings Over 450 Million Electronic Components into the PLM 
Workflow 
10 September 2015 

Aras® today announced the general availability of the latest release of Aras Component Engineering, 
which seamlessly brings electronic component data from the leading electronic component database, 
IHS CAPS Universe, into the Aras Innovator® PLM workflow. As the only PLM solution that provides 
instant access to complete electronic component data from over 4,000 leading manufacturers worldwide, 
Aras allows design and procurement engineers to search, find, and compare parts and approved suppliers 
from the design phase through to manufacturing and service. The application supports a systems 
development approach by providing a unified platform for managing the integration of electronic parts 
into complex products also containing mechanical and embedded software components.   
Aras Component Engineering leverages data from business information provider IHS Inc. to streamline 
electronic component selection, approval, sourcing, and lifecycle management by providing engineers 
with current technical and compliance information, as well as part and supplier statuses — all accessible 
from within the PLM workflow. Only Aras Innovator provides:   

• Access to the HIS CAPS Universe database of more than 450 million electric 
components in more than 400 categories directly from the PLM workflow 

• Search capabilities for in-use parts during the design phase, enabling discovery of 
volume purchasing early in the product lifecycle 

• Stoplight indicators for quick overview of approved manufacturers, in-use parts, 
and supplier and part statuses 

• Automated workflows for accelerating new component approval 
“Integrating industry-leading data from IHS CAPS Universe into Aras Component Engineering allows 
engineers to quickly find the parts they need, determine availability, mitigate obsolescence risk, and 
ensure environmental compliance from within a single PLM environment. This powerful capability 
improves engineering productivity and helps companies bring innovative products to market faster,” 
said Bob Braasch, senior director, IHS Technology. 
With Aras Component Engineering, engineers can quickly compare parts side-by-side and find 
alternates, view part information, and launch new part approval workflows. New capabilities let 
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engineers view environmental compliance documentation (RoHS and REACH), certificates of conflict 
mineral compliance (CMRT), product change notices (PCN), end of life data (EOL), and lifecycle 
prediction. 
“Such strong component sourcing capabilities make Aras Innovator unique in the PLM industry,” said 
John Sperling, VP of Product Management at Aras. “With access to CAPS Universe within the PLM 
workflow, Aras enables a systems approach to product engineering that allows engineers to efficiently 
manage the development, production, and service of complex products across departments and 
throughout the extended supply chain.” 
Many capabilities of the Aras Component Engineering application are now accessible anytime, 
anywhere with Aras Component Search, a mobile tablet app that combines component search with part 
approval workflows. With the app, users can quickly search for new components, view properties and 
data sheets, and initiate new part approval requests, allowing design, manufacturing and maintenance 
teams to collaborate more efficiently while away from the office. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Cooper Bearings unveils web-based selector tool for split roller bearings 
09 September 2015 

Cooper Bearings, a SKF Group company, has added an interactive split roller bearing selector to its 
website, www.cooperbearings.com. 
 “This user-friendly selector makes it easy for engineers and designers to search our database for the 
split roller bearings that meet their particular needs, and download 3D drawings,” said Martin Caspall, 
Cooper Bearings engineering manager. “It also calculates bearing fatigue life for a single shaft size or 
for multiple sizes.” 
The 3D models are available in several formats, including STEP and Autodesk Inventor.  

 The new bearing selector — accessed by clicking “Product Selector” at the bottom of the Cooper 
homepage — asks the user to specify bore size (one size or a range), speed, radial and axial loads, and 
other key criteria. It then searches the range of Cooper split-to-the-shaft roller bearings and displays 
those that meet the criteria. The user selects one and reviews the available housings (pillow blocks, 
flanges, take-up units, etc.) and seals, and the selector presents a 3D model for download. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Fujitsu Develops Technology that Uses Machine Learning to Quickly Generate Predictive Models 
from Massive Datasets 
08 September 2015 

Fujitsu Laboratories Ltd. today announced the development of a machine-learning technology that can 
generate highly accurate predictive models from datasets of more than 50 million records in a matter of 
hours. 
Current techniques for generating highly accurate predictive models need to examine every combination 
of learning algorithm and configuration, taking more than one week to learn from a dataset containing 
50 million records. 
Fujitsu Laboratories has now developed a technology that estimates machine-learning results from a 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.cooperbearings.com&esheet=51176611&newsitemid=20150908006370&lan=en-US&anchor=www.cooperbearings.com&index=1&md5=098ed8392be1046bd2e7369d977abe7a
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small set of sample data and the accuracy of past predictive models, extracts the learning algorithm and 
configuration combination that produce the most accurate result, and applies it to the larger dataset. This 
results in highly accurate predictive models from datasets of 50 million records in a few hours. 
Predictive models produced by this technology can work to quickly make improvements, such as 
minimizing membership cancellations on e-commerce websites and enhancing response times to 
equipment failures. 
Details of this technology are being presented at the meeting of the Information-Based Induction 
Sciences and Machine Learning (ISIMBL), opening Monday, September 14 at Ehime University in 
Japan. 

Click here to return to Contents 

HANA Vora, new tool from SAP, helps customers mend data deluge 
08 September 2015 
HANA Vora software, the just-launched database query tool from SAP AG, has been developed to 
enable users to make a sense of a deluge of real-world data emerging from several transactions including 
retailing, transport systems, social media, online transactions, etc. 
With the launching of advanced database query tool SAP HANA Vora, SAP is expected to increase its 
market share. 
The SAP HANA Vora database query software offers businesses a deep insight into the huge volumes of 
data that organizations flooded with emanating from customer feedback along with sensors installed in 
products, vehicles and networks.  
The major challenge before the Europe's biggest software company is getting acceptance from customer 
base. SAP has to convince its customers including multinational companies to adopt its new SAP 
HANA Vora software. 
For this, it has to prove that new tool can handle most demanding tasks in database and convince them to 
replace the existing other systems.  
SAP HANA Vora works along with Apache Hadoop, a popular open source framework among software 
developers engaged in database. SAP HANA Vora is ideal for huge and massive databases of 
government statistics to scientific calculations and credit card data.  
SAP Chief Technology Officer Quentin Clark said: "The new datasets that are emerging are going to have 
a profound impact on how a business is going to function and what its options are." 
The visual analysis tools in HANA Vora enable users or customers to mend existing organizational data 
with less structured, external data imported from Hadoop to create more comprehensive views of trends 
affecting their business decision-making. 
Business planning applications segment generates revenues for SAP. The Business planning applications 
are always running on databases provided by rival companies such as Oracle, IBM and Microsoft.  
To fill this gap, SAP introduced its own database in 2010. It also launched S4 HANA in early this year. 
S4 HANA runs SAP's mainstay business planning software. 
SAP has also launched new set of cloud-based micro business services to further support their customers 
in the wake of HANA Vora. The new services also include customer marketing packages and service 
feature to compute local taxes anywhere in the world. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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HP Reveals Autodesk SketchBook for Sprout  

11 September 2015 

HP announced the availability of Autodesk SketchBook for Sprout by HP, the world's first immersive 
computer. HP also said it updated Sprout's breakthrough 3D Capture application with improvements to 
speed 3D content creation for professionals. The free Autodesk SketchBook and 3D Capture application 
downloads are available from the Sprout Marketplace. 

"As more prosumers and commercial users incorporate Sprout into workflows, key applications from 
premier developers like Autodesk will propel the use of immersive platforms," said Eric Monsef, Highly 
Immersive Systems, HP. "Our application partners are nurturing a new generation of creators to fuel 
design and printing." 

SketchBook for Sprout Autodesk SketchBook, a leading digital drawing and painting application with 
over 40 million users, will take advantage of Sprout's dual screen and touch/stylus-supported interface. 
SketchBook is the second new graphic design application for Sprout users. 

SketchBook users will appreciate scanning objects directly into the application using common tools and 
the zooming capability provided by Sprout's touch workspace horizontal mat. The resulting full image or 
object can be viewed on Sprout's 20-inch diagonal display. 

"SketchBook for Sprout will develop a new generation of artists, designers, and creatives that can take 
advantage of the immersive computing platform," said Samir Hanna, vice president and general manager 
Consumer and 3D Printing, Autodesk. "SketchBook on Sprout will open doors to new uses for 
individuals and companies needing to combine digital assets and physical elements to truly enhance 
their projects." 

Sprout 3D Capture With just a few button taps, the Sprout 3D Capture application creates a full 3D 
digital model that can be manipulated, shared or printed. The September automated update of Sprout 
software will include free enhancements that reduce scanning cycles by 25 percent and allow 
professional users to minimize the scanning cycle as soon as they see an acceptable 3D scan. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Jewelry Bundle Package Announced for Solidscape and Jewelry CAD Software 
10 September 2015 
Swoosh Technologies - a partner of Solidscape - is offering custom jewelers the opportunity to own 
a Solidscape Studio printer and an exclusive-to-jewelers CAD software program at special pricing. The 
bundled package deal is valid only in the United States until September 30, 2015. 

"We want the creation of custom jewelry to be an easier process for jewelers," explains 
Dan Wibbenmeyer, co-owner of Swoosh Technologies. "This bundle package of the Solidscape Studio 
printer along with Jewelry CAD software will help those in the business thrive in custom jewelry. We 
want jewelry owners to embrace the technology that will allow their business to continuously grow - 
especially in this lucrative millennial market."  

Over the past 22 years, Solidscape has been the only 3D printer company exclusively focused on the 
jewelry industry and prides themselves in helping jewelers grow high-end quality wax pieces made 
ready for investment casting. "What really differentiates us from the competition is that we use wax 

https://swooshtech.com/product-solutions/solidscape-3d-printers/
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instead of resin. Our materials require no special casting procedures, and our surface finish is superior. 
This makes casting with platinum - as an example - an easy process that's seen as an issue in other 
printers." 
Alongside 3D printing, CAD design in custom jewelry has seen an exponential growth and has allowed 
jewelers the ability to visually show customers what they are envisioning when it comes to their jewelry 
piece. "Just like how the Studio printer is made for jewelers, our CAD solution is made solely for 
designers of custom work." 
Although the world of CAD is something many traditional custom jewelers would want to run away 
from, Wibbenmeyer assures that Swoosh Technologies' CAD experts - who have been a part of the CAD 
industry for more than 20 years - can help jewelers become proficient in the software and offer 
necessary support. "We want to get you to the point where you can create designs on the spot. When 
your customer walks through your door and asks for a kind of piece that is unique to them, you can 
easily utilize the CAD software and - within 10-15 minutes - show them a piece they've always 
imagined owning." 
The bundled package deal of Solidscape Studio printer comes with model wax and building material 
along with the post process kit, and Jewelry CAD includes training tutorials and one month on-line 
advanced training. Interested custom jewelers are encouraged to call Swoosh Technologies at (314) 549-
8110 or fill out the contact form to learn more about the bundle. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Mentor Graphics Announces New Version of Open ODB++ Intelligent Product Model for PCB 
Manufacturing 
10 September 2015 
Mentor Graphics Corporation today announced its newest version of the industry-leading ODB++ 
intelligent product model, a single and open data structure for transferring printed circuit board (PCB) 
designs into data for fabrication, assembly and test. The version 8.1 of the ODB++ product model 
format provides a unique virtual documentation capability that seamlessly translates all data files, 
drawings, and documents from PCB design through the manufacturing flow. 
This open product model format eliminates the need to create and validate disparate documentation 
content, supporting all electronic design automation (EDA) tool flows. Users of the new ODB++ version 
will be able to share all the necessary manufacturing instructions as electronic data, making new product 
introduction (NPI) more efficient for all partners in the supply chain. 
The idea behind virtual documentation content is to replace a disparate set of drawings, documents and 
instructions with data elements that allow the recipient tool to automate the planning and execution of 
the manufacturing process preparation actions.  An example would be to define the solder mask finish 
color within the ODB++ product model so that a PCB fabricator can automatically generate the process, 
material and routing instructions for that individual  factory. 
The ODB++ product model also includes support for EDA-based design net connectivity shorts. In 
many designs, one or more nets are intentionally shorted into a single net; the ODB++ product model 
now carries that net attribute so that all downstream processes can be streamlined and automated. The 
lack of such net characterization has been a limitation of existing data formats, resulting in wasted 
efforts between design and manufacturing. 

https://swooshtech.com/product-solutions/jewelry-cad/
https://swooshtech.com/bundle-up-solidscape-studio-jewelry-cad/
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Additionally, content for rigid-flex buildup zones to define regions within the basic stack-up (either 
unique or within the same region) on the board can be carried forward into analysis and in the actual 
material-based stack-up definition. This feature delivers accurate impedance calculations, using tools 
such as the Frontline InStack for this capability.  By accurately identifying the physical boundary of 
different stack-up areas for a rigid-flex circuit, the correct DFM rules can be applied automatically, and 
rigid-flex circuit manufacturers can easily and accurately calculate the impedance values for the circuit 
using their choice of materials. 
Mentor Graphics and the Valor Division have a proven legacy regarding the lean NPI hand-off from 
design to manufacturing, including stewardship of the ODB++ product model. A new format known as 
the IPC-2581 standard has emerged for organizing and conveying PCB designs from CAD tools to 
CAM systems for fabrication and assembly. Mentor is extending its support to the IPC-2581 Consortium 
and accompanying format standardization efforts. 
"Mentor is the market leader for PCB design software and provides a best-in-class solution for NPI. 
With our latest ODB++ intelligent product model format, we now offer customers a complete and open 
design-through-manufacturing ecosystem," stated A.J. Incorvaia, vice president and general manager of 
Mentor Graphics Systems Design Division. "Our mission is to provide our customers with the best tools 
and technologies to increase overall product quality and productivity. This includes support for ODB++ 
and IPC-2581, giving our customers a choice in data exchange formats for hand-off to manufacturing." 
"I am very pleased that Mentor Graphics has chosen to participate in the IPC-2581 consortium. Both 
Mentor's successful ODB++ experiences and the successes of the IPC-2581 consortium make a winning 
combination in our country's efforts to optimize the design-to-manufacturing ecosystem.  I look forward 
to witnessing the progress of this exciting and challenging effort," said Gary Ferrari, technical support 
director, FTG Circuits. 

Click here to return to Contents 

Microdesk Launches Enterprise Asset Management Solution  
09 September 2015 

Microdesk, Inc., announced the launch of its Revit Asset Management Solution ModelStream, a new 
enterprise asset management solution. ModelStream bridges Autodesk Revit with IBM Maximo, 
providing a tool that enables facility management and operations and maintenance teams to directly 
access building information model (BIM) data developed during the design and construction process. 
"ModelStream is a prime example of how Microdesk is constantly striving to recognize ways to align 
and support the AECO industry," said Michael DeLacey, President of Microdesk. "Our AEC and Facility 
Management experts have developed a game-changing solution that directly connects asset management 
systems with BIM models, enabling owners to seamlessly access all critical building information 
immediately after project close-out." 
"ModelStream is an innovative new product that finally addresses a major pain point for owners and 
facility managers with its bi-directional  connection between Autodesk Revit and IBM Maximo 
information to create a fully integrated asset management system," said George Broadbent, Director of 
Asset Management at Microdesk. "By bridging the gap between BIM models and Maximo, facilities and 
operations teams will now be able to easily visualize potential problems, track equipment, identify 
assets, and access data essential for effectively managing a building throughout its lifecycle." 

http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://www.microdesk.com/
http://www10.aeccafe.com/goto.php?http://www3.microdesk.com/l/23962/2015-09-08/31rfwt/23962/78338/ModelStream_Logo.jpg
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Microdesk's ModelStream connects the information-driven power of BIM with the comprehensive asset 
and maintenance management system IBM Maximo. Rather than deal with the time consuming process 
of manually populating a computerized maintenance management system (CMMS), ModelStream's 
configuration can be accomplished in a matter of hours and assets synchronized in just a few minutes. 
ModelStream provides a solution to owners and facility management teams that allows them to directly 
access critical information from IBM Maximo and Revit. Information is synchronized between the two 
programs and staff can access all project data, including the BIM model, right from IBM Maximo. 
Rather than having to sift through multiple data sources, personnel can access all space, asset, and 
maintenance information from a single comprehensive enterprise asset management system. 
Microdesk is offering an introductory "Jump-Start Package" for ModelStream that includes technology 
assessment and consulting services, software installation, and support. To learn more about 
ModelStream and the Jump-Start Package, or any of Microdesk's other facility management and 6D 
modelling services, contact Microdesk at 1-800-336-3375 or visit www3.microdesk.com/modelstream. 

Click here to return to Contents 

RS Components Brings New Free Electrical Design Software to Engineering Professionals with 
Launch of DesignSpark Electrical 
08 September 2015 

RS Components (RS), the trading brand of Electrocomponents plc (ECM), the global distributor for 
engineers, today announced the launch of DesignSpark Electrical, which brings the benefits of design 
software to all those not already using electrical CAD tools. The new software targets electrical design 
engineers and other electrical professionals, enabling them to save time and money. 
Supported by Schneider Electric, the global specialist in energy management and automation, 
DesignSpark Electrical joins the award-winning suite of DesignSpark engineering resources and 
continues to drive the initiative of removing the barriers to innovation for every engineer. 
DesignSpark Electrical is a fully specified electrical CAD package with key benefits, to deliver time 
saving and error avoidance, for control panel, machinery and electrical system design. This new free tool 
provides access to the functionality of electrical CAD for businesses that in many cases cannot 
reasonably justify the considerable price tag per seat for existing commercial electrical CAD software. 
DesignSpark Electrical considerably optimises the methods of electrical and automation system design 
and helps enhance the design capabilities of RS customers, enabling them to compete in the market 
much more effectively. 
A key element of the DesignSpark Electrical software is the integration of a library that comprises more 
than 250,000 components and parts, including 80,000 from Schneider Electric and 10,000 from RS, 
which can easily be added to customer designs. Other key features of the highly intuitive and highly 
functional software include intelligent and specialist electrical design tools, real-time referencing and 
validity checking to allow the creation of accurate 2D panel layouts, all of which saves time and reduces 
errors. Also built into the software is Bill-of-Materials (BOM) quote functionality, enabling customers 
to order parts via RS for their designs, both quickly and easily. 
"The high cost and the learning time that is required of existing commercial electrical CAD tools have 
been major barriers to adoption for many companies," said Glenn Jarrett, Global Head of Product 
Marketing at RS Components. "Now, the introduction of the highly intuitive DesignSpark Electrical 
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removes these cost barriers in a single stroke and passes on the key benefits of electrical CAD to all 
engineers, allowing them to design more quickly, accurately and effectively. Over the past five years or 
so, via the company's DesignSpark initiative, RS has continually invested and worked with world-
leading partners such as Schneider Electric to bring important design tools, component libraries and a 
host of other resources to engineers working in electronics, mechanical and now electrical design." 

Click here to return to Contents 

The DesignHub Launches to Connect Electronics Designers With Industry Partners  
09 September 2015 

SnapEDA, the fastest and easiest way to find and share CAD building blocks for electronics design, is 
today launching the DesignHub, a one-stop shop to explore CAD building blocks for components 
developed or curated by industry-leading companies. Collaborators in the DesignHub include Texas 
Instruments, GaN Systems, Accelerated Designs, Octopart, and Seeed.  
The DesignHub shaves hours off design time and ensures maximal reusability by making it easy to 
search, find, and download computer-aided design (CAD) building blocks, such as PCB footprints and 
schematic symbols, from leading component manufacturers and providers. All building blocks export to 
major design tools, including Cadence OrCad/Allegro, Altium, Eagle, Mentor PADS, KiCad, and 
Pulsonix.  
To provide transparency into quality, SnapEDA runs a diagnostic check on each CAD file to catch 
common manufacturing issues - such as silkscreen-to-copper overlaps, or poorly defined centroids - 
before they result in costly errors. Additionally a rating system lets engineers approve or flag parts.  
The DesignHub was created in response to frequent requests among SnapEDA users for more 
manufacturer-provided or vetted CAD content to aid in the design of their printed circuit boards 
(PCBs).  
Collaborators in the DesignHub are also popular among design engineers: Texas Instruments is a leading 
semiconductor company, and the most searched manufacturer on SnapEDA; GaN Systems is at the 
forefront of Gallium Nitride transistor technology; Accelerated Designs is a large library creator for the 
EDA industry; and Octopart and Seeed's curated parts lists are increasingly common ways of selecting 
components.  
DesignHub collaborators further commented:  
"What makes SnapEDA special is their ability to export popular Texas Instruments part libraries into 
different EDA tools that hardware designers use every day. This helps them find and bring TI parts into 
their designs faster," said Mark Easley, TI LaunchPad Applications Engineer.  
"Gallium nitride power transistors have moved into the mainstream of adoption as designers 
dramatically reduce the size, weight and cost of their AC-DC, DC-DC and DC-AC power conversion 
systems. We are working with SnapEDA to provide designers with speedier access to data on our family 
of high performance power transistors" said Girvan Patterson, President, GaN Systems. "On-line 
downloads of design data in file formats compatible with industry standard computer simulation 
software are critical for GaN Systems' customers."  
"As one of the driving forces behind the DesignHub parts library, we feel it is a great way to provide the 
industry with PCB footprint and symbol data that is also vetted by the community. This reduces the 
chance for costly errors and reduces the time-to-market on new PCB designs. As the creators of the 
vendor-neutral BXL format, we also believe in giving engineers flexibility to work in whatever CAD 
tool is required for a design," said Frank Frank, President of Accelerated Designs  
"The Common Parts Library lets makers and hardware startups move quickly by providing a list of 
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commonly used and widely available components for connected device applications. We're thrilled that 
SnapEDA has joined the effort by providing symbols and footprints for those parts to help get them into 
PCB designs quickly," said Sam Wurzel, CEO of Octopart.  
"The open parts library is a collection of the most commonly used components. This library will save 
time on components sourcing and shorten lead-times on the manufacturing side. We are grateful that 
SnapEDA has opened all the CAD files to different EDA tools, which will definitely benefit the whole 
community," said Eric Pan, CEO of Seeed.  
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THRONE Control Systems Introduces its THRONE 3D Visualization System to the European KNX 
Market 
08 September 2015 

The European market meets an alternative to existing KNX visualization systems – THRONE 3D 
Control Platform. This is revolutionary software based on a three-dimensional model of a controlled 
facility. The platform includes a visual interface and a free cloud service for independent development 
of 3D visualization. 
THRONE has a 3D scheme of a house or building as a basic element of the visual interface. Individual 
and group controls are located on this scheme and on the side panels. The interface provides lighting and 
shading, HVAC, alarms, video surveillance control, etc. THRONE application runs on iOS and Android 
devices. 
The 3D approach makes THRONE a self-explanatory, intuitive interface. Control of any system with 
THRONE becomes easy and efficient regardless of the complexity and size of the facility. Along with 
that, THRONE has no limitations on the number of client devices – all types of licenses are ‘all-
inclusive’. This makes the THRONE 3D Control Platform a breakthrough solution for visualization of 
any automation system. 
The products has a wide range of applications: from apartments and houses to projects of a really large 
size, such as concert-halls, restaurants and hotels. 
The advantages of using THRONE 

• Impressive visual interface, very convincing for customers. Just download the 
free iPhone/iPador Android demo and it will become your new way of presenting 
systems to your clients. 

• Simple and free project development in T-Studio (cloud-based multi-user tool). 
You can start developing your own projects right now! Installation instructions 
are here. 

• Simple and transparent pricing policy. Just 4 types of licences. The price list is 
always available on the website for authorized partners. 

• Design service – you can order the design of a 3D scheme from the THRONE 
Design Bureau and get a turnkey solution for successful sales with no 
complication for your business. 

Find out more about the THRONE 3D Control Platform on the promo website. Register on the 
Partners to start your projects right now! 

http://throne-bms.com/en/
http://throne-bms.com/en/
https://itunes.apple.com/en/app/throne-3d-smart-home-building/id1024542280?l=ru&mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.throne.project28.demo.nexus
http://throne-bms.com/pro/
http://throne-bms.com/pro/
http://throne-bms.com/en/
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